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SIMPLE CALCULATIONS WITH TROX

While there is no doubt about the need for BIM as such, there is also a lot of uncertainty with regard to data formats, levels of
detail or instances of information. To benefit from the advantages of BIM and use it efficiently, the quality of the source data is
essential for design and calculation. This is why TROX provides VDI 3805 compliant product data. The VDI 3805 guideline is
the basis on which ISO 16757 is currently being established as the international standard for the description of product data.

This includes information on geometry, weight and material, but also product-specific data such as differential pressure,
volume flow rate and sound power level.

EPF/ VDI 3805

VDI compliant data records are available for almost all TROX products and form
one of the pillars of the EPF. The Easy Product Finder can also be used to create
data in Step, DXF or IFC Format

PLANCAL

The Plancal nova design software includes a plug-in for the TROX Easy Product
Finder. This means faster and more effective design processes and access to the
up-to-date data records directly from component manufacturers.

LINEAR

Do you use the liNear software? Then you have access to a wealth of product
data in the liNear database for your efficient design processes. Moreover, a data
interface allows you to use data for TROX air handling units.

MAGICAD

With MagiCAD, design processes for TROX products are no problem either. MagiCAD for Revit
and AutoCAD is one of the internationally leading BIM solutions for building services design.
Data records and design data can be downloaded from the MagiCAD portal.

REVIT FROM THE MAGICLOUD

If you don't use any of these software solutions, you may download geometry
data records for an increasing number of TROX products free of charge from the
MagiCloud, in Revit format as a Revit family (RFA).
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https://www.trox.com.tr/bim/vdi%25C2%25A03805-compliant-data-d9c7445def8951c7
https://www.magicloud.com/products/#/manufacturer/trox
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https://www.trox.com.tr/hi%25CC%2587zmetler-c1507495f8084cf2
https://www.trox.com.tr/hi%25CC%2587zmetler/bim-b6fdabdfaf679723
https://www.trox.com.tr/bim/bim-data-830dfd2b46e9ff28
file:///
https://www.trox.com.tr/i%25CC%2587leti%25CC%2587%25C5%259Fi%25CC%2587m-ca74c221eb091c97?custom_division=sales
https://www.trox.com.tr/side-services/bask%25C4%25B1-b5c6f4d4cfd5c039
https://www.trox.com.tr/side-services/delivery-and-payment-terms-trox-gmbh-365149dfaa0580ba
https://www.trox.com.tr/side-services/ki%25C5%259Fisel-verilerin-kullanimina-ili%25C5%259Fkin-beyan-(gizlilik)-ac0f5dbb83ab0e21
https://www.trox.com.tr/side-services/yasal-uyar%25C4%25B1-48b4e56de1ce6013
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